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This range of products has been expertly designed by IFC Inflow and fully tested at our Basildon, UK production
facility. The range of equipment reflects our commitment to in-house British design coupled with high quality British
engineering and manufacture. Where necessary, these products comply with all relevant British and European
standards and reflect the proud history of design and engineering at IFC Inflow.

European Engineered

EUROPEAN
ENGINEERED

We are proud to work closely with many respected and well recognised European manufacturers to help us
supplement our own British Engineered range. This allows us to offer the best equipment and package solutions
for any application. Our European Engineered products maintain the tradition of excellent engineering our business
has always offered.

Aftersales Extended Equipment Warranty
In addition to our standard 12-month manufacturer warranty, for many of our products we can offer several
options for extending the length of warranty by up to three years. Extended warranties allow operator peace of
mind over a longer period of time and help ensure long operational life from the equipment. Simply ensure your
equipment is serviced by us at the recommended intervals by taking one of our annual service packages. This
ensures peace of mind and reliability, reducing the risk of operational disruption.

On-Site Warranty
We recognise the operational importance of the equipment we supply, and as such, offer an on-site warranty as
standard with all of our system packages and capital equipment. This removes any requirement to return products
to the factory, and gives you peace of mind in the event of a problem. One of our trained engineers will visit your site
to investigate and, if necessary, rectify any issues.
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Since 1987

Company Foreward

IFC Inflow are specialists in bulk liquid tanker loading and transfer equipment, safe tanker access and tanker
fall prevention systems. Founded in 1987 to supply metering solutions to industry, the business has grown and
expanded over the years and now provides equipment and tailor-made solutions to the oil, gas, and chemical
sectors.
Over the years, an initial emphasis on flow meters and loading arms has evolved into a range of equipment
options and total integrated system solutions, which include design, fabrication, and installation services in addition
to a range of standard products direct from stock.
IFC Inflow also developed and pioneered the use of bottom loading skids for road tankers operating in the oil
distribution market. The company’s very irst unit was built in 1994 and since then IFC has expanded into all types
of tanker loading and unloading, as well as fuel bunkering and safe tanker access.
With strong presence in the petroleum, fuel distribution, and chemical manufacturing markets, IFC also work
in the powder, pharmaceutical, food and beverage, rail, and marine sectors, and is proud to have many blue chip
companies within its customer base.

The Equipment

Systems integration

IFC have developed a range of products and solutions
speciically targeted at bulk liquid loading and tanker fall
prevention. This has come from long experience within
the industry, close client co-operation and expert inhouse design and engineering capability. The result is a
range of equipment, including PetroLoad and ChemLoad
loading arms, FlowStep folding access stairs, TTSC
safety cages and TopTank and LowTank mobile tanker
access ladders.

IFC Inflow also provide system integration and
automation solution services for the oil, gas, and
chemical sectors globally. Over a period of more than
30 years it has helped major oil and gas end-users to
solve their most pressing issues of tanker loading and
safe tanker access with IFC’s broad systems integration
solution product portfolio, technical skills, knowledge,
and expertise on its own equipment along with other
major own equipment manufacturers.

In-House Design Engineering
High quality British engineering allows clients to
incorporate our range of standard equipment into larger
projects, or to combine a number of products into a
more complete tanker loading or safe access system.
Design services include general arrangement and design
drawings for client approval, specialist fabrication and
inishing, materials testing, including NDT and X-ray, and
factory acceptance testing and certiication.
IFC manufacture all equipment to the latest European
standards and can work closely with clients on special
applications.

Access ladder and cage for
accessing bottom-ill tankers and
ISO tanks.
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Portable access ladder with
protective cage for accessing
tops of tankers.

Range of standard folding stairs
to provide safe access onto road
and rail tankers.
© IFC Inflow 2019

With our range of IFC engineered products along
with specialist equipment from some of the worlds
leading suppliers, we are unique in the market in being
able to offer a tailor-made solution for each and every
client. We have been in the business of providing
tanker loading and safe tanker access equipment for
over 30 years, and we bring that wealth of experience
to every project we undertake. The company was
founded in 1987 by four engineers, all of whom had
long backgrounds working in the petroleum and
chemical process market. For decades since we have
taken pride in delivering high quality solutions that
make the most of advances in new technology while
being reliable enough to last for many years.
Our commitment to developing innovative,
cost effective methods for keeping workers safe
is illustrated by our TopTank and LowTank range.
Developed in close partnership with our customers,
they came from a need to address challenges that
arose from new statutory and regulatory requirements.
All of our activities are completed under the
international quality standard ISO 9001 2015,
and comply with all relevant European legislation
where required. Our service and Installation teams hold the CCSNG Safety Passport provided by the Engineering
Construction industry training Board. This offers our customers a level of conidence in our capabilities recognised
across the UK and Europe. We also deliver equipment and projects as far aield as the USA, the Middle East and
Asia.
For many clients, investing in tanker loading or fall prevention equipment such as loading skids or access
gantries is a major commitment of time and money. We have a team that makes the process simple. From our
Basildon headquarters we can take a project from outline scope, through technical speciications and standards
compliance, to manufacture, installation and commissioning, providing a fully compliant, client focused solution.
Ultimately it is our aim to help customers keep their workers safe, and their operations eficient with the least
amount of business disruption and the lowest amount of capital expenditure without compromising on quality.
We pride ourselves on our British Engineered products – a selection of products designed and engineered by
IFC and supplied world-wide. With these products we can deliver the best of British engineering skills and back
them up with excellent technical support and customer service.

Petroleum top and bottom
loading arms for terminals and
fuel distribution.
© IFC Inflow 2019

Chemical top and bottom loading arms
for chemicals, paints, solvents, foods
and other liquids.

Skid metering and tanker loading
packages tailored to client
requirements.
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Integrated Systems Packages

Integrated Systems Packages

How Our Process Works

Getting A Quote After You’ve Spoken To Us...

Complete Turnkey Solutions
From the start to inish, our process is focused on looking after the needs of the client and providing a complete
integrated solution to any operational challenge. Having reined our service over 30 years in business, we have
provided solutions to businesses world wide and are conident we can help with any challenge. Each part of our
process is essential to ensure that the solution we deliver exactly matches our clients’ needs and expectations.

01

Tanker Safe Access

Site Assessment
Engaging clients,
including site visits
to assess current
challenges.

02

Working on top
of the tanker and
have work at
height issues?

Product Selection
Choosing our best
products to integrate
into a package
solution.

Loading Skids

Need a fast and
eficient complete
bottom loading
package?

Loading Arms

Looking for the
safest way to
transfer liquids?

03
Design
Combine the
products into a tailormade solution.

IFC

Metering and Pumping

04

01

03

02
Site Visit

Project Scope

Where necessary our
engineering team can visit your
site and discuss your needs in
order to understand the unique
challenges that are faced
by your business. This may
include issues with operations,
location, and regulatory
requirements.

Through thoroughly
understanding your challenges
we will develop an integrated
solution that meets your
speciic needs.

Design Approval
At this stage we will submit
all the relevant drawings and
documents for client approval.
This ensures that we have
interpreted the requirements
correctly and allows for a
collaborative approach to inal
speciication.

Do you need to
pump or measure
the liquid?

Manufacture
Fabricate, assemble
and test equipment
at our UK base.

Loading Management

Do you need to
control or monitor
the system?

05
Installation

06

Install and
commission
the system,
Service
including training
After sales support, including and tech support.
post warranty service and
maintenance packages.
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Need Something Special?
From standardised products to completely tailormade solutions, our integrated package process can be
used to it almost any application. If your challenge is
unique, just a bit out of the ordinary, or if you don’t even
know what you want, we can help. With all new projects
we offer a free, no-obligation site visit to assess your
needs and understand your requirements. Talk to one of
our teams today to see how we can help you with your
next project.

© IFC Inflow 2019
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04

06

Manufacture

Installation

We manufacture, assemble,
and test every element of the
package at our Basildon facility.
Clients can visit the factory
for inspections and to witness
testing, ensuring equipment is
certiied and calibrated prior to
being delivered to site.

During installation we will
make sure it is installed and
commissioned with minimum
disruption. Our install teams are
trained to work in highly regulated
environments such as petroleum
terminals and chemical plants.
We can project manage the
whole installation process from
delivery to commissioning and
train your staff on the safe
operation of your new system.

© IFC Inflow 2019

After Sales
We can offer after sales service
packages to ensure long and
trouble free operation, with
regular inspection and service
regimes forming the basis of
good operational practice.

www.IFCInflow.com
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Installation, Service, and Maintenance

Installation, Service, and Maintenance

Ongoing Equipment Care
In addition to designing and building integrated solutions to problems, IFC offers multiple ways in which you can
ensure the long service life and reliability of your new equipment.
Our service packages are designed to be flexible. They enable companies to build maintenance schedules that
either prioritise equipment life, minimise downtime, or remain compliant with health and safety standards. Each
package provides a comprehensive assessment of the equipment health and recommendations for increasing the
working life. All of our maintenance packages can be customised to suit equipment and client needs, so talk to us
about your requirements and we’ll build you a bespoke solution.

Interval Servicing

Modular Servicing

Routine condition-based maintenance keeps your
equipment in top operational condition by ensuring
that any potential failures are caught before they can
escalate to cause signiicant problems. Depending
on the product, we can offer 6 monthly or 12 monthly
service packages. 6-month intervals are perfect for
systems that are business or safety critical, and where
continued reliability and operation are essential to the
operation of the business.

Modular based servicing allows for different parts of
the system to be checked and serviced on each visit, so
over a 12-month period the whole system is covered.
Modular servicing visits are shorter and this option is
ideal for sites where the equipment cannot be removed
from operational use for long periods of time. It is also
ideal when the system is large and complex. Typically
a modular service schedule would entail three or four
visits spread throughout the year.

We recommend an annual service as a minimum
on all our equipment. A 12-month service includes
inspection of all key areas and a full functionality
assessment. A report is then generated that includes
any recommended further maintenance.

We can also offer annual manufacturer safety
inspections on all of our work at height equipment such
as FlowStep, VertiLev, MultiLev, and TTSC systems.
This provides our clients with an independent third-party
inspection of any fall prevention systems on site.

Overhaul Servicing
While frequent servicing will help keep your equipment
running trouble free, for some systems it is recommended
to provide a full overhaul every 5 to 10 years. Overhaul
serving is a major investment of time and resources and
requires the equipment to be removed from service. All
major components that require it are then fully serviced
and overhauled before being placed back into service.
Major overhauls allow for the replacement of major
wearing parts and are recommended to signiicantly
prolong operational life of equipment.
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Calibration Service
We offer a full meter calibration service for our own
bulk flow meters and can also provide the service for
other makes of meter as well. Calibrating of your flow
meters should be carried out annually to ensure their
accurate measurement and our service includes testing,
calibration, and meter sealing.

All meter calibration takes place at client premises
and is provided by our trained service engineers.

© IFC Inflow 2019
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IFC Inflow

TANKER FALL
PREVENTION

Fall Prevention Hierarchy of Control

1

ELIMINATE THE NEED TO
ACCESS TOPS OF TANKERS

IFC offer bottom loading arms – our PetroLoad and ChemLoad arms help reduce or altogether
eliminate the need to work on top of tankers

2

PROVISION OF A LOADING
and UNLOADING GANTRY

IFC offer bottom loading arms – our PetroLoad and ChemLoad arms help
reduce or altogether eliminate the need to work on top of tankers
IFC offer a complete solution for ixed gantries including safe tanker access and work equipment
such as FlowStep folding stairs, TTSC safety cages, VertiLev and MultiLev fall prevention

3

PORTABLE LADDERS
WITH PLATFORMS

The IFC TopTank and LowTank systems offer a completely mobile tanker access solutions which
all include a fall prevention safety cage for tanker top operations

4

INSTALLATION OF
FALL ARREST SYSTEMS

Seen as a last resort safety provision in relation to health and safety, we do not provide fall arrest
systems for safe tanker access. The whole IFC Inflow philosophy is built on preventing the
operator from falling, rather than catching them after the accident has occurred.
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Tanker Fall Prevention

Tanker Fall Prevention

Total Tanker Safety Cage

Total Tanker Safety Cage

Total Protection

Balanced For Success

The IFC Total Tanker Safety Cage (or TTSC)
is designed to give full length fall protection to
operators who need to access the top of tankers,
trucks, and rail cars. In contrast to our smaller
FlowStep cages, the TTSC allows workers to
operate in larger areas on the top of the vehicle,
making it perfect for situations when access to
multiple manways is required.

The unique outrigger design of our
stairs allows the extended cage to travel
smoothly through its moving arc without
any complications. The compression spring
cylinders provide optimum balance to the
TTSC, allowing controlled lowering and
assisted raising of the system. The stairs
also feature our signature foot-protection
mechanism that prevents the steps from
catching on an operator’s toes as they
descend.

Designed in response to the wide varieties of
tanker conigurations and the need to access
multiple points along the tanker, the TTSC can be
used when manways, ill points, vents, or other
equipment needs to be accessed on top of the
tanker or when site does not know where along
the tanker the manway will be located.

Options
The TTSC can be speciied with pneumatic
powered actuation, allowing the cage to
be lowered at the push of a button, perfect
for situations where manual handling is a
concern.

By utilising the Total Tanker Safety Cage,
workers are protected no matter what type of
vehicle pulls into the yard, providing fall prevention
protection and allowing workers to operate safely
within the Working at Heights Regulations.

We can also install a moveable access gate that slides into place when a shorter tanker is being operated on.
This helps to keep staff safe when frequently switching between operating on full size road tankers to smaller ISO
tanks.

Lightweight Design

If you are having your TTSC installed alongside a loading arm, we can customise the cage to allow the loading
arm free movement over the vehicle, making life safer and easier for staff in charge of loading.

The TTSC system is designed to be both
lightweight and durable. It comes complete with
a set of our FlowStep folding stairs, and for cage
sizes up to 6m long it can be manually operated
using our sealed compression spring balance
system. For cages longer than 6m, we recommend
the use of our pneumatic power pack, which
provides effortless control of the system from a
single control station. The power pack is also ideal
for removing any manual handling concerns with
the operation of the stairs.

Additionally, we can include positional sensors that detect when the cage has been returned to the home position,
preventing staff from accessing the steps if they are in transit.

Features and Beneits

Features and Beneits

• Fits our standard FlowStep range ensuring cost effective package and reduced spares

• Compression spring balance allows for easy operation

• Can be used on multiple tanker designs including ISO tanks, general purpose tankers, and more

• Three-rail safety cage removes the need for harnesses

• Long cage allows for access to multiple points from single entry point

• Available in 1.5m wide by 4m, 6m and 8m long

• Groove design in bottom cage rail allows cage to it snugly to tanker top

• Tailor made cage sizes for special applications

• Can it to any existing gantry or supplied with new

• Optional lower rail extensions for added safety.
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Tanker Fall Prevention

Tanker Fall Prevention

Vertical Level Safety Cage

Multi Level Loading Platforms

21st Century Safety

MultiLev

The VertiLev safety cage, an evolution of the TTSC, makes use of technology to increase safety levels and ease
of operation. Its unique tipping feature angles the cage to accommodate inclined tanker designs. This ensures that
the gap between the cage and tanker is minimised all the way along the tank length.
Mounted to a gantry or platform, the entire cage lowers pneumatically over the top of a tanker, providing workers
with full fall prevention along the length of the tanker. The VertiLev safety cage allows workers to operate along
the length of the vehicle without risk of falling, and without the need for fall arrest equipment such as harnesses or
lanyards.
An optional walkway can be
mounted to the inboard side of the
cage. This allows operators to walk
along the cage so they only have to
access the tanker top at the required
point, reducing slip and trip risks.

The Multi Level Platform (MultiLev) helps
remove the need to stand on the top of the tanker
altogether. ensuring the operator works in the safest
environment possible when performing operations
on the tanker top. The MultiLev is ideal for sites
where tankers are not regularly equipped with
walkway, or where the tanker top coniguration is
unknown. The MultiLev is a variable height platform
which is mounted horizontally on the front face of
a ixed gantry. The platform has a fully enclosed
grated floor and is surrounded with full height
handrails.

Access Where and When You Need It
The floor is made from a lightweight aluminium
grating that remains non-slip even in icy weather.
The floor panels can be lifted by hand, giving access
to the tanker for loading, unloading, and inspections.
When raised the panels latch into place, giving
workers a safe environment in which to operate.
When using a MultiLev system, fall arrest harnesses
do not need to be worn thanks to the full enclosure
of the cage.

Movable internal gates are also
available as an option. These gates
are itted at both or either end of the
cage, and can be set to cut the cage
size down, allowing smaller tankers to
be safely accessed by staff.
Manufactured in Europe and
designed to withstand the most
challenging
environments,
the
VertiLev offers safety, flexibility and
control in a complete package.

The platform is accessed from the ixed gantry by
our FlowStep folding stairs. The stairs and cage are
hydraulically powered to provide the best support
and ultimate control while moving the platform into
place.

VertiLev Options
Lower rails can be added to both inboard and outboard sides of the cage, further shrinking the gap between the
top of the tanker and the cage. Lockable safety gates can prevent staff from accessing the platform when in transit.

Features and Beneits

The MultiLev offers the highest level of fall prevention by eliminating the need to work on top of the tanker at all.

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Angled cage design accommodates all tanker designs

• Fully enclosed floor and cage for ultimate fall prevention

• Full length access to tankers ensures fast eficient operations

• Removeable floor panels for access only where necessary
• Positional sensors control location of platform on tanker

• Available up to 12m long covers all current tanker lengths

• GRP floor panels available for special applications

• Range of options to suit client needs

• Available in various lengths up to 8m

www.IFCInflow.com

Suited To

• Full height heavy duty handrail ensures operator safety

• Pneumatic control reduces manual handling
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Tanker Fall Prevention

Tanker Fall Prevention

Safe Access At Height

FlowStep: Options
FlowStep Power
The powered versions of our FlowStep range are
designed for use in environments where the stairs are
used very frequently, where there is a concern to workers
manual handling, or where the system is too heavy for
manual operation.
Built on the proven stability of the FlowStep range, the
FlowStep Power adds a rugged control panel that can
be operated by workers, even while using PPE gloves.
A set of powered pistons raise and lower the stairs into
place in seconds. Rated for outdoor use in temperatures
ranging from -20°C to +80°C the system is perfect for
industrial applications world wide.
Adding power to the FlowStep range can make
life easier and safer for opperators, especially when
adverse weather conditions make manual handling of
equipment an increased risk. All FlowStep controlls can
be opperated with gloved hands.

The FlowStep Range
Our FlowStep range of folding stairs provide a safe and easy way to access
and work at height on top of road and rail tankers. Their simple design allows
the stairs to automatically self-adjust to the height of the tanker and always
ensures the steps are in the horizontal position for the safest operation.

BRITISH
ENGINEERED

FlowStep Slide
The FlowStep Slide incorporates our popular folding
stair and cage system into a modular sliding rail which
can be mounted to a gantry, allowing the stairs to move
along the length of the gantry for multiple access points
to the tops of tankers. The system comes with gantrymounted lockable swing gates installed at intervals in
the railings, allowing access no matter where the tanker
is positioned.
The entire cage and stairs can be moved by hand
with very little effort, and runs smoothly on heavy-duty
bearings. Once in position, a locking bolt is set by the
operator, preventing the system from sliding when in
use. The stairs operate as usual allowing easy access to
tankers of varying heights.
The FlowStep Slide is a modular system available in
4m sections, allowing it to be mounted to almost any
length gantry.

SLID
ES

The stairs are balanced with the aid of a sealed compression spring, which provides all the force necessary
to lift and lower the stairs with minimal operator effort and maximum control. A durable marine grade nylon rope
helps assist in control and a heavy duty stainless steel chain provides a lock support for the stairs in their extended
position.
Other features include a foot operated parking pedal which locks the stairs in the parked position, an extended
last step to allow for easy access onto the tanker top and a flip up hinged anti-trap mid step.
Our folding stairs are available in a variety of sizes and speciications, including various reach and width options.
Our FlowStep stairs are often supplied with a fall prevention safety cage. This three-rail cage provides a safe working
area while on top of tankers and negates the need for any type of fall arrest harness or other fall protection system.

Features and Beneits

Features and Beneits

• Fully spring balance for easy operation

• Pneumatic power reduces manual handling

• Multiple access points from a single folding stair

• Self-adjusting to ensure steps remain in horizontal position

• Enhanced control allows exact positioning

• Manual operation is simple and easy

• Durable stainless control panel

• Lightweight cage allows safe work at height

• Variable level of steps allows access to range of tanker heights

• Optional press down control

• Modular design for maximum flexibility

• Easy to install and operate

• Suitable for hazardous area operation

• Optional positional sensors and gate interlocks

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Anti-slip steps for added safety
• Galvanised steel construction for durability and longevity
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Tanker Fall Prevention

Tanker Fall Prevention

Mobile Access Systems

Mobile Access Systems

TopTank Portable Access Systems

LowTank Portable Access Systems

IFC’s TopTank mobile tanker access ladder
is used to safely access the tops of road
tankers and ISO tanks without the need for a
ixed gantry.

Our LowTank mobile access steps are
designed to offer safe and easy access onto
the back of ISO tank trucks. It has an integral
three-rail safety cage which provides a safe
working area while on the truck bed and helps
prevent falls from height associated with ISO
tank operations.

The TopTank consists of a heavy duty
aluminium ladder itted with a height
adjustable three-rail fall prevention safety cage
and mounted to an easy to manoeuvre mobile
steel support frame. There is a choice of safety
cage sizes to suit different tanker types.

Carefully designed in conjunction with
major ISO tank operators, it incorporates the
beneits of easy to use access steps and a fall
prevention cage. Ideal for climbing onto the
back of an ISO tank to access the bottom tank
connection valve and for connecting loading
and discharge equipment such as hoses
and loading arms. Highly portable and can
be operated by one person; they meet all the
latest work at height requirements.

The TopTank is suitable for many tanker top
operations including load sampling, product
inspection, tanker venting, manway opening
/ closing, cleaning and testing. The unit is
highly manoeuvrable and is designed to be
moved around and used by a single operator
without the need for vehicles or other towing
equipment.

Safety features include step handrails,
castor wheels itted with foot brakes and antislip stair treads. An easy to use cable and clip
system secures the sides of the cage to the
ISO tank for extra safety and the equipment is
designed for durability with galvanised steel
steps, large rubber castors and a powder
coated steel frame designed to last outdoors.

Safety features include non-slip rungs,
full handrails on both sides of the ladder, an
extended top step and a fully enclosed three
rail safety cage to allow the operator to work
freely on the top of the tanker.
The TopTank unit meets all the latest health
and safety recommendations for working at
height on top of a tanker

Features and Beneits

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Ladder handrail provides easy three points of contact

• Fixed three-rail safety cage

• Steel three-rail safety cage completely surrounds work area

• Long cage sides ensure whole of working area is covered

• Extended top step helps increase prime access point

• Safety clips and cords to secure cage sides to tank container

• Manual winch operated ladder extends to suit any tanker size

• Extra wide stairs to accommodate specialist PPE

• Large heavy-duty castors ideal for concrete hard standing

• One person operation allows easy positioning and access

• Lightweight design removes need for special towing equipment

• Large castor wheels ensure good operation on uneven ground
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Fixed Platforms
Fixed Gantries
Our ixed gantries are designed to provide a suitable
location for the mounting of our range of tanker access
and fall prevention solutions. Usually incorporated
into our tailor made solutions as part of an Integrated
system, our ixed gantries form the foundation of our fall
prevention systems.

Access Platforms
We offer a full range of ixed tanker access platforms
and gantries, to provide your staff with a safe way to
access and work on the tops of road and rail tankers. Our
access platforms and gantries are available in a range of
sizes, heights and lengths and can be tailor made to suit
speciic site requirements. They are manufactured in the
UK to exacting European standards.

LP1600 Access Platform
The IFC LP1600 Access Patform is an ideal solution
for single point tanker access. Designed with a 1.6m
square working area, this unit can be itted with a range
of equipment including our FlowStep folding stairs,
TTSC fall prevention safety cages and ChemLoad or
PetroLoad loading arms. Its minimal footprint design
makes it an ideal option for sites with restricted space.
The LP1600 is ideal where simple operations such as
single point loading/unloading, tank venting, hatch
opening, or sampling take place. Our LP1600 range is
modular, allowing it to be adapted to client requirements,
including height and size of platform and orientation of
the access stairs and platform equipment.

LOADING
SKIDS

Standard Gantries
We can supply any size gantry to suit your individual
requirements. Our gantries are designed to offer multiple
access points along the length of a tanker with provisions
for the use of our range of tanker fall prevention systems,
including FlowStep and FlowStep Slide folding stairs,
TTSC safety cages, and our range of loading arms.
Gantries are tailor-made to site requirements and can
be supplied for new sites or as part of a plant upgrade.
Larger gantries are used where multiple access points
are required or where a number of tankers are to be used.
All of our gantries are designed and manufacture in the
UK and are CE approved under European standards

Tailor Design, Build and Installation
Although elements of our gantries and platforms
are modular, we always manufacture each platform to
your unique site requirements. IFC takes into account
the location and position on site, speciic tanker heights,
and any other client speciic information; this ensures
that the system is designed to meet each clients exact
requirement.

Features and Beneits For All Gantries

Suited To

• Grated access steps and platform for slip resistance
• Full height handrail to steps and platform surround
• Galvanised inish for durable weather-proof solution
• Modular design allows for fast and easy site installation
• Optional GRP flooring, stainless steel handrail and painted structure
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Loading Skids

Loading Skids

Oil Distribution Loading Skids

Mechanical Skids

BRITISH
ENGINEERED

IFC Inlow Quality
For more than 30 years, IFC Inflow has designed, built,
installed, and maintained hundreds of loading skids for
road tanker bottom loading operations. Our AD range of
skids is primarily used within the oil distribution industry
for the loading of oil and petroleum based fuels such
as diesel, kerosene, gas oil, petrol, etc, and have been
designed speciically for the eficient loading of road
tankers. Our skids can be speciied with up to ive arms
and can load at flowrates from 800 and 2500 litres
per minute depending on size of the operation and the
number of tankers being loaded.

Our Skids are Comprised of Several Elements:
High Accuracy Flow Meters:

Safety Systems
All of our skids come with a range of monitoring and
control systems to ensure your operators’ safety. These
include as standard:

High Level Shut Off and Earth Monitor
The Scully Intellitrol unit is recognised throughout
the industry and is a common feature in large reineries
and small distribution depots alike. When connected
to the tanker for loading, it actively monitors the earth
resistance through the truck along with the high level
sensors in each tanker compartment, providing the irst
line of safety for our skid loading systems.

Thermal Pressure Relief System

The flow meter comes with either a mechanical
counter or electronic pulser. All of our meters are
designed for high accuracy measurement of fluids to an
accuracy of +/- 0.15% when calibrated correctly.

The thermal pressure relief valves are connected into
the skid at pre-deined points to prevent any risk of a
build up of pressure within the system due to thermal
expansion. Set at 7 bar, this system protects on skid
equipment as well as the operator.

Bottom Loading Arm

Electrical Control Panel

We use our own Petroload 445 bottom loading arm
for all our AD and ADE range of tanker loading skids.
This 4in diameter arm can handle flowrates up to 2500 l/
min. It is compression spring balanced to allow for easy
handling and has a heavy duty three-part base swivel
joint which allows the arm to be rotated through 360
degrees. The assembly is completed with the inclusion
of our durable composite fuel delivery hose, aluminium
bottom hose swivel joint and industry leading API
couplers.

Our skids come complete with a safe area electrical
control panel as standard. The panel provides all control
functions for the skid and has a separate Emergency
stop button, along with a series of indicator lights to
show the health of the skid.

Pumps
If you want a complete skid solution, we recommend
the inclusion of our high speed bulk loading pumps.
which are mounted on the skid frame and are available
in a range of sizes and flowrates, and can be speciied
for each application. Our pumps are built to last with
energy-eficient, three-phase motors close-coupled to
centrifugal pump units.
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ATEX Equipment
We only it electrical equipment that has been
ATEX certiied for use in such locations. All the on-skid
electrical wiring is provided using steel wire armoured
cables and industry standard glanding installed to
Compex requirements by certiied electrical technicians.

Frame and Pipework
The base of our skid is a heavy-duty mild steel
galvanised frame that is resistant to corrosion. Designed
to provide a small site foot print, it is strong enough to
support all the equipment, including meters, pumps,
and loading arms. Optional weather shielding canopy
and lighting can be added to protect both workers and
equipment in adverse conditions. Pipework is heavy duty
carbon steel, flanged connections with full-welded joints.
It is powder coated for reliability and durability.

© IFC Inflow 2019

Mechanical Skids
Our range of mechanical skids are built to be durable and long-lasting with the use of traditional mechanical
registers, counters, and preset mechanisms. This range of depot loading skids is both cost effective, easy to
operate, and extremely reliable.
Mechanical skids are suitable for single site operations, for companies with fewer than ive tankers, or for
businesses who do not require electronic automation of their loading operations. IFC’s mechanical skids are the
tried and tested option and come with individual mechanical counters, ticket printers, and reset counters.
The pre-set counter is linked to a two stage mechanical pre-set valve that allow operators to input a speciic
batch volume which is then loaded precisely. This allows accurate control of the loading process ensuring the
correct volume is loaded onto the trucks. The mechanical printer provides paper bill of loading (BOL) receipts for
liquids loaded through the system without needing to connect to remote printers.
NOTE: mechanical loading skids are self-contained systems that do not interface with digital management or

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Long lasting, low cost systems that provide ultimate reliability
• Self-contained systems, don’t require communication infrastructure
• Flow-rate between 800 to 2500 litres per minute
• Perfect for harsh or remote environments
• Optional Paper bill-of-loading printing and preset delivery

© IFC Inflow 2019
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Loading Skids

Oil Distribution Electronic Skids

Oil Distribution Electronic Skids

BRITISH
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Electronic Loading Skids
IFC Inflow is at the forefront of electronic skid design and installation
in the UK. As new technologies have allowed batch controllers to become
more durable, their use in loading skids has risen dramatically.
The primary advantage of electronic load computers over mechanical control is the ability to interface the skid
to remote ofice based terminal automation software (TAS). This enables the highest level of loading control, report
generation, and stock reconciliation. Even in stand-alone mode, electronic systems provide high levels of control
with pin code access for driver and vehicle identiication along with constant system monitoring, remote bill of
loading printing, and on-screen report functionality.
The electronic batch controller accepts inputs from a range of equipment including flow meter pulse devices,
temperature and pressure sensors, and the skid rack monitor. It controls the skid through outputs to the loading
pumps, flow control valves and emergency systems.

Options
• Temperature Compensation – Our electronic skids can be itted with temperature sensors to monitor the
fuel temperature and provide a compensated reading through our batch controller.
• Pressure and Location Sensors – We can monitor liquid line pressure and provide sensors to show when
the loading arms are in their parked position.
• Terminal Automation Software – All our batch control options can be interfaced to terminal automation
software to make the most of the micro-processor capability within the systems. This interface allows the
client full control and oversight of all tanker loading operations with a range of reports and functionality.

Safety
When loading flammable products into tankers at high-speed, safety is of the utmost importance and all of our
skids come with a range of monitoring and control systems to provide the highest level of protection to operators
and the environment.

Durability
The entire system is designed with longevity in mind, including high quality weather-prooing on all electronic
components. Built on the same galvanised metal frame as our mechanical skids and featuring back-lit screens for
night time operation, electronics skids are perfect for depots wishing to invest in their future and make the most of
new technology.
Skids can be conigured with safety features including tanker earth monitoring, overill protection, emergency
shut off, and a thermal pressure relief system. Standard control valves installed on electronic skids can be used
for many petroleum spirits and their derivatives, and when heavier fluids are being transferred, we can conigure
actuated ball valves to cope with the higher pressures. All skids are designed based on a customer’s speciic
needs and use case. If you are interested in our electronic skids please contact us for a no-obligation quote.

Electronic control comes in two forms:
• Multi-Point Control (MPC) where a single keypad and screen can control up to eight loading arms / flow
meters. Load programming can be inputted from the central user interface where the operator can also
interrogate the system for loading information. This system is typically used for our loading skids with up to
ive arms. It is ideal for clients who want a high level of control for their tanker loading.
• Single-Point Control (Equalis) where individual load computers are used to control each loading arm /
flow meter. Each meter is controlled independently, and all the equipment is combined to create an integrated
system. Single point loading is ideal when clients require greater flexibility and want the assurance of individual
control in case of the individual meters being off-line.
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Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Fully integrated fuel control systems – web-based monitoring
and reporting
• Earth Grounding Veriication option for safe operation
• Rugged and fully weatherproofed for long service life
• Driver Identiication systems for self-service options
• Bespoke design for every single customer

© IFC Inflow 2019
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Loading Skids

Loading Skids

Terminal Skids

Chemical and Special Project Skids

Terminal Loading Skids

IFC Skids

Terminal skids are used for the transfer of flammable or hazardous products from bulk storage tanks to road or
rail tankers. Fuel terminals and reineries require loading systems that are well engineered, well-built, and reliable.
IFC loading skids are designed as an individually tailored solution for clients requirements. As tanker loading
experts with 30 years’ experience, IFC have worked for many oil companies providing loading skids and other
tailored loading solutions for petroleum tanker loading. We provide highly engineered systems integration for each
application, with the added beneit of flexibility and choice, with strong relationships with many major equipment
manufacturers. This ensures complete choice in equipment speciication, which means that we can offer the most
suitable system for each client. This flexibility, coupled with our long experience, means we are ideally placed to
help you meet your tanker loading needs eficiently.
IFC have a wide range of options for our terminal loading skids, incorporating widely recognised metering and
batch loading technologies, with loading speeds up to 3000 litres per minute; the highly accurate metering skids
can provide product measuring with accuracy of up to +/- 0.15%. IFC skids are fully integrated loading systems
and can include pumps, meters, loading arms, and all the relevant safety
systems, all mounted onto a robust and corrosion-resistant galvanised
steel frame. Terminal bottom loading skids can be speciied in hose
loading and articulated arm designs, and in carbon and stainless steel
options.
The included safety features ensure our bottom loading skids
meet all current legislation and any site speciic safety requirements.
IFC can provide the full supply service from pre-design speciications
through to the inal installation, with project management and customer
consultation every step of the way.

Custom Metering Technology
On our special application skids we can use various
types of metering technology that suit the customers’
requirement and liquid compatibility most closely.
Depending on the fluid being transferred, common
metering technologies used include mass flow meters
(also known as Inertial or Coriolis flow meters),
magnetic or mag flow meters and turbine meters. The
chosen metering technology is either determined by
the client speciication, or by the speciic fluid that is
being measured. If you don’t have a prescribed metering
method, IFC Inflow can advise on the most accurate,
appropriate and effective method for your situation.

Special Material Requirements

Our experience allows us to work with your compliance teams to ensure
that throughout the entire process all certiicates and documentation
meets the required standard for local and international regulations.
Terminal loading skids supplied by IFC Inflow have an effective working
life of between 20 and 30 years, depending on the speciication.

Where most of our loading skids are built using
standard carbon steel pipework, different fluids can call
for up-rated materials. We commonly use stainless steel
pipework that withstands the more corrosive liquids,
while carbon steel is used for higher pressures that can
be found in high speed loading. For situations where the
fluid is especially corrosive, a Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) lining is often more suitable.

We have worked with numerous blue-chip organisations, deploying
equipment in the UK and abroad for more than 30 years. If you would like
us to quote for your next installation, then talk to our teams today.

Features and Beneits

For our chemical and special application skids we
take the unrivalled knowledge gained through developing
our petroleum loading systems and customise it to meet
the speciic needs of the customer. Most commonly
used when loading highly corrosive or volatile liquids,
our special application skids can also be conigured for
other liquids and beverage applications, or situations
where fluids are not naturally suited to standard loading
processes.

BRITISH
ENGINEERED

We can work with tight temperature requirement
windows, maintaining designated temperatures from
-100°C to +500°C allowing materials such as bitumen to
be loaded without cooling and hardening.
As with our metering options, we can specify materials
to a customer or liquid requirements and can advise on
the most suitable choices based on application.

Sensor and Safety Integrations
When designing a special application skid you have the
ability to add advanced sensor and safety controls into
the system. Systems such as static build-up monitoring,
earth grounding veriication, overill prevention sensors
and positional sensors all help to keep your workers
safe. Our outstanding safety record over the last 30+
years comes from our dedication to system design that
keeps both the operator and the equipment safe at all
times.
Tied to these considerations are the connections
between the process skid and the tanker – while
standard flanged, screwed or cam and groove ittings
can be used, we also offer a range of dry-disconnect
ittings. Commonly used when transferring liquids
that are hazardous to health or the environment, these
ittings provide an entirely sealed process to maximise
safety.
All of our equipment is manufactured to relevant
European standards, such as ASME 31.1B for Pipework.
ATEX approval is also available where required by clients.

Suited To

Suited To

• Accuracy up to +/- 0.15% and up to 3,000 litres per minute
• Integrates pumps, meters, batch controllers and safety systems
• Conigure with hose loading or articulated arms
• Custom designed for every customer
• Rugged construction makes for a 30 year working life
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Loading Skids
At A Glance

LOADING
ARMS

Loading Skid Comparison
Mechanical

Electronic

Terminal

Chemical

MECHANICAL

ELECTRONIC

TERMINAL

CHEMICAL

Loading
Speed

800
To
1600 L/ Min

800
To
1600 L/ Min

1000
To
2500 L/ Min

Up To
2500 L/ Min

Control
System

Individual
Mechanical
Registers

Multi-Point
or Individual
Electronic
Batch Control

Typically Individual
Electronic Batch
Control

Yes, To Suit
Application

Product
Speciic –
Turbine, Mass
Flow, PD, Etc

Metering
Technology

Positive
Displacement

Positive
Displacement

Positive
Displacement OIML/
Mid Certiied

Typical
Applications

Oil Distribution
Depots

Oil Distribution
Depots and Small
Storage Terminals

Storage Terminals
and Petroleum
Reineries

Chemicals,
Acids,
Caustics, Etc

Estimated
Lifespan

10 Years Plus

10 Years Plus

20 Years Plus

15 Years Plus

Maintenance
Costs

£

££

£££

££

OIML = Organisation Internationale de Metrologie (International organisation of legal metrology)
MID = Measuring Instruments Directive
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445 bottom loading arms, spring
balanced with flexible drop hoses,
bottom swivel joints and semi-automatic
dry disconnect API couplings.
Compression spring-balanced chemical
loading arm comes with multiple swivel
points and ill pipe drip for easy operator
use and environmental safety.

Skid Control
Digital flow control valves,
Scully rack monitor and IFC
MPC controller offer full
tanker loading automation.

3 step folding stairs, spring balanced
to self level comes with pulpit style fall
prevention cage for operator safety.

High accuracy PD flow meters
controlled by hazardous area
batch controllers to give
staff full loading control.

Gantry
Full galvanised steel gantry
tailor made for meters, loading
arms and folding stairs.
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High accuracy bulk meters
connected to the MPC multi-point
batch controller providing accurate
and high speed loading rates.

Installation
Installation and commissioning by IFC's
own highly experienced engineering
team. Allows full package integration
and fast, trouble-free commissioning.

© IFC Inflow 2018

Loading Pumps
High capacity bulk pumps for
fast tanker loading at up to
1600 l/min. Fully ATEX certiied
for Zone 1 hazardous areas.

© IFC Inflow 2018
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Loading Arms

Introduction to Loading Arms

Introduction to Loading Arms
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PetroLoad

Top Loading

Our PetroLoad range has been specially designed to handle
petroleum products such as petroleum spirit, diesel, kerosene,
and gasoil cleanly and easily. With bottom loading now being
widely used or adopted for petroleum terminals and distribution
depots, our main product within this range is our BLA445
bottom hose loader. We also offer customised specialist top
loading solutions which can come complete with vapour
recovery and high level overill sensors. Our durable 100 and
200 series petroleum top loading arms provide a budget option
for facilities who still top load and these arms are ideal for sites
where replacements are required.

IFC offer a range of top loading arms for the loading
and unloading of liquids into road and rail tankers.
Liquids are transferred through the manhole in the top of
the tanker and our arms can be designed to suit almost
any application.

Top Loading Arms Can Be Used For:
Open Loading where the drop tube is inserted into
the open manway,

Semi-Open Loading where the arm is itted with

a cone or plate which its into the open manway and
allows vapours to be managed away from the load area
and

ChemLoad
Our ChemLoad range is a general purpose arm designed to
handle any ‘non-petroleum’ products. Ideal for loading liquids
including chemicals, solvents, paints, and even foodstuffs –
these loading arms are fully articulated for ease of operation.

Closed Loading where the arm is connected to the
tanker through a closed connection on the top of the
tanker.

Their articulated design allows for maximum flexibility and
provides the ideal solution for adding options such as vapour
recovery and high level / overill sensing. These arms can be
used for open, semi-open or closed ill applications.

All of our top loading arms are available in a choice
of materials including aluminium, carbon and stainless
steel. Optional extras include vapour cones and vapour
recovery systems, overill sensors, pneumatic and
hydraulic arm control, sequenced loading, heating and
insulation and various sensors and switch controls.

Options Include:
• Heated Loading Arms using electric tracing, oil or steam
and thermally clad and jacketed loading arms for insulation,
ideal for liquids which have to be maintained at higher
temperatures.

UK AND EU
ENGINEERED

Bottom Loading
The bottom loading and unloading of liquids from
bulk road and rail tankers is an inherently safer way to
handle liquids than top loading, as all loading operations
are carried out at ground level. We offer a range of
bottom loading solutions for petroleum and chemical
applications. Bottom loading beneits from faster
loading times, a reduction in static charge created, safer
vapour management and overill protection. These
systems tend to be a lower capital cost as they remove
the requirement for a tanker top access gantry and fall
prevention equipment.

PetroLoad 445 Series:
Our PetroLoad 445 Series Bottom Loading Arm,
also known as a hose loading arm, offers a safe, secure,
and leak-free solution. They are the ideal replacement
for irst generation arms or can be used as part of an
upgrade when converting from top to bottom loading.
The 445 series arm is also widely used on our petroleum
bottom loading skids. The arms beneit from durable
and hard wearing carbon steel swivel joints using a 3
part design of high grade steel outer with a stainless
steel inner raceway for maximum corrosion resistance
and easy maintenance. The 445 incorporates a sealed
for life fully adjustable spring balance for ease of use.

• Lined Loading Arms for use with corrosive materials such
as acids and caustics, and
• Duplex Arms where there is a combined product and
vapour return arm.

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Dedicated petroleum handling models.
• Vapor recovery, heating and food safe versions.
• Overill prevention probe options.
• Top loading option for any vehicle itted with a manway.
• Bottom loading arms for any equipped vehicle.
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Loading Arms

Loading Arms

Optional Configurations

Optional Configurations

Trace Heated and Clad

UK AND EU
ENGINEERED

Hose Support Arm

Trace heating mechanisms on our loading arms
are designed to maintain a speciic temperature
window during loading. Common applications include
keeping substances like bitumen or chocolate hot to
maintain viscosity and or prevent the product from
spoiling.

The Hose Support Arm is an innovative and economic way to minimise manual handling and maintain hoses
in good condition. Designed to be used by a lone operator the Hose Support Arm is ixed at one end to a support
column or existing wall. Individual hinged sections with underslung support slings keep the hose off the floor and
ensure the hose is fully supported. A spring loaded tensioner effortlessly helps the operator match hose end to
tanker connection height even with cumbersome couplings and ittings.
Each hinged segment allows a full range of lateral movement for positioning the hose. The cable and hose sling
arrangements prevent the hose bend radius from being exceeded. When illing has inished, the hose can be coiled
for storage to a drain point or docking station without dropping it to the ground.

IFC Offers Several Mechanisms For Heating:
• Thermon Self-Limiting Electric Trace
For both safe and hazardous areas.

The hose support arm is suitable for hoses between 1.5in – 4in and available up to 6 meters in length. This
system is suitable for users who wish to reduce manual handling and improve hose life and on-going maintenance
costs.

• External Tubing
For steam or hot oil

Typical Applications:
• ISO tank loading and unloading

• Steel Jacket Design
For extensive thermal coverage

• Railcar loading and unloading

If you are interested in our Hose Support Systems, please
request our dedicated Hose Support Brochure.

• Dairy, food, and drink industries

Typically heated loading arms are clad in rock wool
insulation with Aluzinc outer cladding to maintain the
temperature in adverse conditions and minimise heat
loss. At maintenance points and swivel joints, special
removable insulated socks are used secured with
velcro to facilitate access.

• Aviation bowser loading
• Hose manifold systems
• Petrochem liquid transfer systems

Hose Support Arm

The result is a loading solution that can handle
thermally sensitive products during the loading and
unloading process.

PTFE Lined
In situations where highly corrosive chemicals are being loaded, our standard metals are not suitable in the wet
line. In these applications we can use specially crafted Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or (PFA) lined arms. The
lining provides a much more resistant surface in contact with the liquid, preventing contamination and ensuring
a long operating life for the equipment. If you believe that PTFE lines pipes might be suitable for your application,
speak to our engineers, to advise on the best way to deploy them.

Features and Beneits

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Custom designed solution for every customers.

• Hinged segments allow for easy scalability

• Electric, Oil or Steam heating systems available.

• Mild steel-welded box section construction for strength

• PTFE option for highly corrosive fluids.

• Hot dip galvernised inish for durability in all environments

• Food production speciications available.

• Heavy duty adjustable tensioner effortlessly supports the hose

• Wide variety of articulation for easy handling (see P36)

• Available with or without matching support column
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Loading Arms

FLOW METERS
AND PUMPS

Typical Configurations
Types of Loading Arms
Loading arms can be broken down into a few basic types, each of which offers a different kind of utility and
function. This chart outlines some common conigurations – our sales staff can help you to understand which
version works best for you.

Boom

100

Supported Top Loading

Standard Bottom Loading

Long Reach, Chemical and Petroleum

Petroleum

201

445 S

Variable Reach Top Loading Unsupported Top Loading

Terminal Bottom Loading

Petroleum

Chemical and Petroleum

Petroleum

101

202

445 T

Fixed Reach Top Loading

Supported Bottom Loading

Vapour Return Arm

Chemical and Petroleum

Chemical and Petroleum

Petroleum

102

403

445 VR
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Flow Meters and Pumps

Flow Meters and Pumps

SATAM Meters

SATAM Options

EUROPEAN
ENGINEERED

SATAM Flow Meters
IFC Inflow are distributors of SATAM
metering products for use in petroleum
reineries, terminals, and distribution depots. As
experts in metering solutions Satam develop
and manufacture metering systems for the
petroleum supply chain.
Speciically designed for custody transfer
metering of liquid petroleum products and
non-corrosive chemicals, all SATAM metering
systems are made in France. They are used in
oil depots, on oil road tankers, aircraft refuellers,
and fuel dispensers for loading, unloading,
transfer, blending, and additive injection
operations.
At the heart of all Satam metering solutions is the ZC17 Positive Displacement Flow Meter, speciically designed
to measure petroleum products such as fuels, bio-fuels, oils and reined liquid hydrocarbons. Its simple design with
minimal moving parts makes it exceptionally robust and reliable.

ZCE11 Originally developed to help
rule out the possibility of fraud during
the transportation of fuel between
the depot or terminal and the inal
fuel storage facility. It consists of
a gravity metering unit with inlet
strainer and air eliminator. It is ideal
to help site operators to verify the
volume of fuel delivered by suppliers.

ZCE21 is a complete tanker offload
metering system designed for tanker
truck and train car fuel off-loading. It
has an integrated suction pump unit
and is supplied fully tested, pre-wired
and mounted on a durable support
frame. The unique design ensures
no air is measured and un-loading is
fully controlled by the receiving party.

ZCE29 is a reception measuring
unit for unloading of tank trucks and
rail tankers. It is designed for use
with pressurised systems. It comes
complete with an eficient gas
elimination device. This ensures the
accurate measurement of the fuel
delivery, even in the case of any liquid
or gas mixture.

Features:

Features:

Features:

• Simple and user friendly display.

• High flow rates up to 1000 L/min.

• Integrated inlet strainer and air
eliminator.

ZC17 Positive Displacement Flow Meter Key features:
• Robust Construction Steel cased body and steel or aluminium manifold provide a robust and long lasting meter.
• Stability of Measurements The simple design with very few moving parts provides high measurement accuracy
over extended periods of use.
• Modular Design Allows the meter to be used for a large number of measuring and flow control applications.
• Low Maintenance Costs Minimal moving parts help reduce maintenance costs, with many components
interchangeable between models.
• Reduced Pressure Loss 0.3 to 0.5 bar at maximum flow rate helps to maximise eficiency in the complete
loading or unloading system.

• Flanged or threaded inlet for tanker • Mechanical or electronic registers
• Gas elimination pipe without
hose connection.
and flow control.
connection to external atmosphere.
• Eficient air eliminator itted with • Controlled gas release can be piped
• Automatic gas purge system to
bypass pipe ensures only liquid is into existing pipework.
start unloading with empty hose.
measured.
Sectors of application:
• Fuel iltering with optional automatic
• High accuracy MID certiied meter.
• Tanker truck and rail tanker clogging detection.
• Easy to read mechanical register unloading operations, fuel deliveries
with large 5 digit resettable counter to bulk storage tanks, measurement • Flow rates from 33 to 2500 L/min
and non resettable 8 digit totaliser.

For Use In These Sectors
• Oil Depots and Petroleum Terminals Used for loading of road and rail tankers at oil depots and terminals
as well as receipt of oil products into storage.

of bio-fuels.

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• MID approved for custody transfer
• Fuel Distribution On truck metering packages for oil distribution depots.

• MID 2014/32/EU compliant.

• Aviation Refuelling tankers and dispensers.
• Ministry of Defence Aircraft refuelling, fuel dispensers, fuel depot supplies and tank truck loading.

• ATEX approved for use in explosive atmospheres under the
2014/34/UE ATEX directive.

• Marine and Mining Ship, plant and machinery refuelling, fuel dispensers.

• Designed and manufactured under ISO 9001 quality systems
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Flow Meters and Pumps

Bulk Flow Meters

AcuFlow Flow Meters

Meter Options

AcuFlow Industrial Bulk Flow Meters

AcuFlow Bulk Flow Meter Options

AcuFlow is our own range of bulk fuel flow meters. they are ideal for bulk metering of oils and fuels. As a general fuel
flow meter, AcuFlow meters also used for many other applications including train and rail car refuelling, refuelling
mining and plant vehicles, and ship and boat refuelling.

The chart below gives the various conigurations available for AcuFlow bulk flow meters. Add an X to the model
code to include an air check valve with the air eliminatior. ie/M80CX = 80mm/3in meter comes with counter, strainer,
air eliminator, and air check valve.

Made to the highest standards for maximum ruggedness and durability, the AcuFlow meters are available in sizes
from 1½in up to a high capacity 6in model with flow rates from 25 to 3000 litres per minute.

Options:

The AcuFlow bulk flow meters have an accuracy range of +/- 0.15% with consistent repeatability.
These bulk flow meters come with mechanical registers as standard. They have a re-settable counter and a nonresettable totaliser. There are numerous options available, including the addition of a mechanical printer to record a
speciic measured amount, and a pre-set counter enabling batch metering to be performed.
Other options include air eliminators and air check valves for more accurate measurements and pulse generators
for integrating into existing fuel control or building management systems.

ATEX micro-switch with 5m cable and mounting bracket. Veeder root external pulser for mechanical counter
models. Swivel assembly for counter and counter/printer models. RP = Electronic meter with pulser output only.

MODEL

COUNTER

STRAINER

AIR ELIM.

PRESET

PRINTER

B
C
F
G
J
K
M
N
RP

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• High accuracy and consistent repeatability
• Tri-rotor metering technology for high flow rates and accuracy
• Mechanical counter or electronic pulsed output
• Fast flowrates up to 3000 L/min
• Ideal solution for accurate bulk metering
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Flow Meters and Pumps

Flow Meters and Pumps

AcuFlow High Speed Fuel Dispensers

AcuFlow Bulk Transfer Pumps

AcuFlow High Speed Fuel Dispensers

Centrifugal Transfer Pumps

Our high speed fuel dispensers are designed to provide durability
while working in demanding fuel dispensing environments.
With flow rates from 150 to 800 litres per minute, they are ideal
in situations calling for both high volume and high pressure
capabilities, such as the illing of marine vessels including boats
and ferries, as well as rail cars and heavy mining vehicles.

Our AcuFlow standard centrifugal pumps are
sourced from European suppliers to current ATEX
and EN standard. They feature a simple close
coupled design that offers a compact footprint.
The pumps deliver quiet, low-pressure, highvolume pumping for a range of applications. We
use these pumps extensively on our Petroleum
Loading Skids, where their eficient compact
design and reliability make them the perfect
choice.

The range of standard dispensers use our proven AcuFlow
meters so accuracy is assured, even at higher speeds. Housed
in a durable stainless steel cabinet, the dispensers provide a
complete solution that includes the pump, meter and register,
flow control valves and all electrical controls.

AcuFlow centrifugal pumps are available in both
flooded suction and self-priming trim. Where the
tank storage is above ground with the offtake at
low level and the suction line is always flooded
the standard pump can be used. For top offtakes or under ground tanks a self-priming or PD
(positive displacement) type pump is required.

The dispensers can be supplied with a standard hose, hose reels
or even loading arms to help reduce manual handling issues.
You can choose from a range of illing point connections
including dry-disconnect couplings, high speed nozzles or any
number of specialist adaptors. The meter display is electronic
and provides an output for a remote printer and connection to
other fuel management systems.

EUROPEAN
ENGINEERED

Positive Displacement Pumps
Our AcuFlow Positive Displacement Pumps are perfect for tank
stripping and uplift suction conditions.
They feature a rotor with sliding vanes and built in adjustable
by-pass. The pumps are mounted onto a base frame with either
belt or gearbox reduction drive to an ATEX electric motor.
These pumps are available in 2in to 4in size that can move fluid
at up to 114m3 per hour or 1900L/min.
They are suitable for fuel and solvent transfer, as well as a range
of other uses. We can advise on the perfect model for your
application.

Our fuel flow meters have been used to ill road vehicles, ishing boats, ferries, mining vehicles and rail cars.

Features and Beneits

Features and Beneits

Features and Beneits

• Compact design

• Rugged reliable design

• Wide flow range and duty head

• Handles challenging suction conditions
• Easy self-priming

Suited To

• Easy maintainable and highly reliable

• Fast flow rates from 150 to 800 l/min to suit any application

• Excellent line clearing performance for discharging

• Quiet operation

• Wide range of flow performance

Suited To

Suited To

• High accuracy metering ensures accurate fuel delivery
• Stainless steel cabinet for demanding environments
• Single or three phase motors to suit site requirements
• Highly conigurable design
• Optional dry disconnect and safety break couplings
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LOADING
MANAGEMENT

Meter Calibration and Servicing
Accuracy Is Everything
When metering any fluid, accuracy is
all important. Whether you are measuring
dispensed fluid into a tanker or metering fuel
out of a tank, accurate calibration is paramount.
Calibration, however, is only half of the story.
Meters can drift out of calibration during their
normal working life, which is where servicing
comes into play.
IFC Inflow has a dedicated service
department who specialise in the servicing
and calibration of meters, ensuring their long
working life and continued accuracy. Servicing
is usually carried out annually or bi-annually,
and can be carried out on-site in a matter of
hours.

Servicing
Meter servicing will vary from system to system, but
our service always involves inspection and cleaning
of any integral strainers, inspection and operation of
all mechanical parts including registers, counters and
components and a flow rate and general operation
check.

Calibration
Once fully serviced it is essential to ensure the
meter is measuring accurately. We provide a full meter
calibration service by testing the accuracy through our
certiied proving meter. Once calibrated, the meter is
sealed and a calibration certiicate is issued.

Factory Calibrations
IFC Inflow has introduced is a factory-wide calibration
service. These programmes are designed for factories
that use meters to monitor quantities of fluid added to
a mixture. In these cases, inaccurate measurements
jeopardise the integrity of the end product.
Our engineers can calibrate all of the meters in the
system, ensuring that accuracy is maintained, in a single
visit. This is frequently arranged to coincide with planned
maintenance or factory shut downs, allowing customers
to make the best use of enforced down-time within their
plant.
If you are interested in our factory calibration service,
talk to us about the meters used in your system and
your requirements.

Features and Beneits
• Dedicated, professional team ensures fast, eficient service
• High speed proving meters capable of calibrating at flowrates up to 2500 l/min
• All meters MID approved and ATEX certiied
• Nationwide coverage
• Specialists in fuel meter technologies.
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Loading Management

Loading Management

Overfill Protection and Ground Verification

Overfill Protection and Ground Verification
Overill Protection

Scully Rack Monitors
The Scully Intellitrol Overill Prevention, Grounding and Vehicle
Identiication Safety Monitor from IFC offers two essential safety
systems: overill protection and earth grounding to ensure oil
and petroleum road tankers may be bottom loaded safely.

Basic: Tank Probe Systems
Tanker level sensors are the simplest method for
monitoring liquid levels and preventing overills when
illing road tankers and ISO tanks. Available as stand
alone systems or combined with top loading arms, these
probes can be set with both “High Level” and “High-High
Level” conigurations.

The high level overill protection system monitors two-wire
optic/thermistor or ive-wire optic vehicle sensors that are
integrated into each tanker compartment. When a high-level event
is indicated, the monitor provides a signal to trigger the system
to shut down; this prevents overilling while maintaining tanker
integrity and avoiding environmental contamination.
The earth grounding veriication system assures enough
ground connection exists to dissipate static charges. It detects proper grounding not only before loading can
begin, but also throughout the entire loading sequence to ensure static is properly disappated. If a faulty ground is
detected, the monitor triggers the system to shut down to prevent a grounding overill protection failure.
Scully incorporates Dynamic Self-Checking to ensure overall system safety. Automated testing continuously
evaluates sensors, wiring, connections, and electronic circuitry. In the case of fault detection, instant alerts are
provided and product flow stops to safeguard against wet sensors, faulty ground, and internal system faults.
For added flexibility and customisation, the Scully Loading Rack accommodates overill and ground monitoring
devices from other leading manufacturers. They are ATEX approved and are SIL 2compliant and meets API
recommended practice RP-1004 and European Standard EN 1392

The probe can be set up to trigger an alarm, or activate
an external signal such as closing a valve. Frequently
these systems are used when tankers have no ‘on
vehicle’ overill monitoring system. Having a site based
system automates the safety process and ensures all
tankers are monitored for overills. The system is ideal
for all tankers, and particularly for ISO Tankers which
rarely have any in built monitoring equipment that can
be used to prevent overills.

Advanced: Cone Systems
Cone systems combine overill monitoring with vapor
recovery, resulting in a full function safety system. The
Cone system is normally itted with a high level, and
high-high level sensor, set at predetermined heights.
The Vapor cone can also be itted with visual inspection
ports that allow operators to see the current liquid level.

EUROPEAN
ENGINEERED

Earth Grounding Veriication
When loading and unloading road tankers, there is a
constant risk of electrostatic charge building up, if this
static discharges in the form of a spark, flammable
gases could ignite causing serious harm. We use the
Newson Gale Earth-Rite RTR system to combat this
risk, which uses a Tri-Mode technology to ensure safe
operation every single time. The process is broken down
into three stages:

Stage 1 | Road Tanker Recognition Detection of
the electrical characteristics of a road tanker, ensuring
the driver/operator has connected the grounding clamp
to the main body of the road tanker.
Stage 2 | Static Ground Veriication Ensured
connection to the general mass of the earth. A critical
input, as connection to earth is the only means by which
static electricity can be transferred from the road tanker.

Stage 3 | Continuous Ground Loop Monitoring
Ensures resistance between the road tanker and
the earthing point never exceeds 10 ohms. This is
determined by monitoring the resistance between the
RTR’s clamp connection and the system’s connection to
the veriied grounding point.
*Information provided by Newson Gale

The third element to the system is vapour control
– either via a return to tank line, which is used for
hazardous vapours or via a flame arrester vent which
allows atmospheric venting. Vapor cone systems can
be mounted to top-loading loading arms, allowing the
down-pipe to pass through the centre, or they can be
itted to a boom arm without the loading capability.

Features and Beneits

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Provide gantry to tanker earth bond to drain static discharges

• Protect staff and equipment by preventing overilling.

• Simple clear RED/GREEN light display

• Overill prevention, even on older or non-standard vehicles.

• Automatic signal to site control systems when overill or loss of
ground is detected

• Vapor recovery systems increase safety.

• Monitors up to eight overill sensors in vehicle compartments

• Constantly monitor for tanker earthing status.

• Automatic detection of vehicle sensors

• Mitigate electrostatic discharge preventing ires.
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Loading Management

Loading Management

Load Computers

Flow Control Valves

MPC Load Computer

Flow Control Valves
IFC offer a range of fuel flow control valves which are designed to
provide slow rates of flow at the beginning and end of a loading cycle to
help minimise the effects of fuel hammer or pressure shock on loading
systems and to ensure the accuracy of the metering systems they are
connected to. All our valves are designed to work in Zone 1 hazardous
areas and include automatic closure in the event of an emergency
shutdown.

IFC Inflow’s Multi Point Controller
(MPC) is an affordable multiple line flow
computer/batch controller for managing
up to 8 metering or loading points
simultaneously. The MPC offers both preset and fully customisable programming
options for flexibility in a variety of
applications including bulk loading of
road and rail tankers, petrochemical bulk
plant management, and aviation fuel
tanker loading. The MPC is particularly
suitable for controlling bottom and top
loading skids and loading systems at fuel
oil depots and medium size distribution
terminals.

The valves are itted onto our bulk flow meters, including on our
electronic loading skids and terminal loading gantries. Control is
provided by solenoid valves that are controlled by batch controller. The
electro-mechanical valves come in 2in, 3in, and 4in flanged sizes with
two stage multi-function and digital flow control options.

Two Stage Multi-Function Valves

Use the MPC to easily operate pumps
and accurately control both two-stage or digital multi-stage flow control valves. In addition, the controller can
measure and record flow rates, temperatures, and fluid densities.
In standalone mode, it features a useful built-in code security system to help prevent unauthorised access and
remote ofice printing for bills of loading reports.
The MPC stores up to 30,000 transactions. When connected with an ofice-based printer or combined with
Terminal Automation Software, the MPC outputs a ready-made bill of lading, which can be fully customised
according to location needs. It can also be fully integrated with depot automation software to enable loading and
unloading controls within larger site management systems.

Features and Beneits

These solid valves provide two flow rates, slow flow (partially
open) and fast flow (fully open). The slow flow rate can be
calibrated to site requirements, with the fast flow rate dictated
by the speed of the pump system.

Digital Flow Control Valves
Directly controlled by a load computer, these valves can
provide a graduated increase and decrease in flow rate,
according to site requirements. These valves are ideal for
accurate batch loading of petroleum products into tankers at
oil depots and petroleum terminals.

Rate of Flow and Differential Pressure Control
We also offer a range of valves for controlling the rate of flow
or differential pressure through a fuelling system. Typically used
on rail refuelling depots, these valves require no external power
and are factory calibrated to provide the required performance
on site.

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Clear backlit display and keypad for low-light conditions

• Slows the rate of slow at the beginning and end of a load cycle.

• Rugged and lightweight enclosure for durability

• Electro-mechanical solenoid valves.

• Compatibility with a variety commercial flow meters
• Two-level of authorised user access for security

• Digital versions for use with load computers.

• Custody transfer approved to international MID standards

• 2, 3 & 4 inch flange sizes available.

www.IFCInflow.com

Suited To

• Two Stage version for increased control.

• Optional temperature compensation for accuracy
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Tank Gauging

HOSE
COUPLINGS

Tank Gauges
OLE Tank Gauging
IFC are suppliers of the OLE T5020 Tank Gauging System – this industry standard equipment provides the
reliability and accuracy that we demand for our customers.
The system continuously displays the tank level in litres on an easy-to-read back lit display. The sensors provide
an accuracy of +/- 0.25% of the tank capacity, and the entire system can be ATEX Zone 2 approved. The system
keeps site informed of the most important statistics about their tank including current contents, capacity, ullage
and any active alarms.
The T5020 unit can be conigured with High and Low Level alarms, as well as tank bund alarms, providing active
monitoring of essential gauge signals. The gauges are ideal for oil distribution depots and small terminals and the
probes can be conigured to it tanks up to 20m high.

Logging and Monitoring
Many tanks are in remote locations, or in areas inaccessible to ofice-based staff. The OLE gauges can be itted
with a T3100 GPRS based web logger, allowing staff to monitor the tanks remotely via a web browser. Thanks to
this web-based system, tanks can be monitored all around the country without the need for site visits. Through
the monitoring software a range of email and text alerts can be generated for various tank conditions such as low
product or high overill alarms.

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Accuracy +/- 0.25% or better
• Suitable for any height or shape of tank
• Clear backlit display with simple visual and numerical data
• Litres display, percentage bar, and alarm status
• Single or multiple tank coniguration
• 2 year warranty, low installation, and maintenance costs
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Hose Couplings

Hose Couplings

Dry Disconnect Couplings

Petroleum Loading Couplings

The MannTek Range

BRITISH
ENGINEERED

API Petroleum Dry Disconnect Couplings

MannTek couplings are designed for spill
free liquid handling of fuels, chemicals and
gases. They are suitable for itting to loading and
unloading hoses or loading arms and come in a
range of sizes from 1in up to 6in.

API couplings are designed for use in petroleum tanker bottom loading. They provide safe, dry connection
between the bottom loading arm and the petroleum road tanker, enabling product to be safely loaded.
The couplings have safety features built in to prevent loading unless properly connected, and a tapered head to
ensure accurate alignment. All API couplings comply with API RP1004 and ATEX group II, Cat 2. The couplings are
available with a variety of seal materials to ensure product compatibility.

Dry Disconnect

Manual and Semi-Auto

The main beneit of dry disconnect couplings
is the protection they provide to operators and
the environment when working with hazardous
substances.
These easy to connect couplings are used for many different applications such as chemicals, petroleum
fuels, aviation and anywhere that dangerous fluids such as acids are being used. Along with operator safety,
our dry disconnect couplings substantially reduce the risk of environmental spillage, and therefore help provide
environmentally safe liquid transfer.

There are two options for couplings, manual or semi-automatic. The manual version requires the operator to
align and fully engage the coupling onto the tanker and is mainly used on sites which do lower levels of operation,
such as small oil distribution depots. The semi-automatic coupling allows easier alignment onto the tanker and
will “click” into place when connected properly. They are widely used on high volume oil depots and in petroleum
terminals and reineries.
We are distributors of API couplings made by Fortvale and Dixon Bayco, both companies have several decades
of experience within the petroleum industry. Our API couplings are used by many of the major oil companies such
as BP, Shell, Essar, Certas and Nu-star. They offer reliability, durability, and are easy to maintain.

We also offer a full range of couplings for aviation fuel and LPG, along with full flow ball valves and swivel joints,
all available in a wide range of materials and seals.

Safety Break
Safety break couplings are designed to prevent drive away
accidents where vehicles pull away from loading points with
equipment still connected. The safety breaks prevent the
release of the loaded liquids, and protect the loading and
metering equipment, the vehicle and surrounding environment.
MannTek’s dry disconnect and safety break couplings are
suitable for a wide range of substances including liqueied
gases, chemicals and hydrocarbons, oil, petrochemicals,
paints, and solvents. Various industry sectors such as chemical
processing, marine, food and drink manufacture, bulk fuel
storage and loading use these couplings as part of their safety
regime.

Features and Beneits

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Easy to handle, push and turn to open and close

• Dry disconnect design reduces risk of spillage

• Time saving, no need to drain hoses or pipe systems

• Industry standard 4in TTMA flange inlet connection

• Environmentally friendly, eliminates accidental spillage

• Latching handle makes it easy to manoeuvre

• Safe, valve can not be opened until the unit is coupled

• Easy to maintain and service on site

• Economical, no loss or spillage of liquids at connection point

• Compatible with all fuel types
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Rail Flyte Couplings

CASE
STUDIES

Hose Units
The IFC Flyte Coupling is used for the
refuelling of trains in rail service depots.
This dry disconnect type coupling has a
½in BSP threaded inlet and is designed to
it onto a standard 1½in BSP threaded fuel
hose.
The fuelling adaptor assembly consists
of an easy to replace inner cartridge
itted in to a high impact steel body with
a corrosion-resistant coating for durability
and an outer fuel resistant bumper to help
protect train bodywork.
The forged steel driving wheel-style
handle makes for easy operator control
and the screw-type dry disconnect valve
ensures safe and spill free connection to
rail car tanks. The inner cartridge design
makes servicing and replacement quick
and easy.

Tank Unit
The IFC Flyte tank valve is the mating
tank part to our Flyte coupling and is
installed on the train fuel tank. This mating part is also a dry-disconnect type unit
and provides spill free illing of standard UK train fuel tanks. Designed to only
open when the mating coupling is screwed onto it, this valve is manufactured
from brass for durability, with viton seals and an aluminium poppet. Suitable for
all fuels including biodiesel.

Features and Beneits

Suited To

• Easy connection with Hex socket itting on inner cartridge
• Simple itting with no special tools required
• Universal replacement to existing brands of rail refuelling coupling
• Fuel resistant seals, body, and outer bumper
• Body manufactured from high impact steel with long life coating
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Client:
Site:

Overview:

Case Study

Case Study

Safe Access and Rail Bottom and Top Loading

Chemical Loading Arm

Client:

INEOS Salt

Site:

Runcorn, UK
INEOS salt, an INEOS enterprises business and part of British chemical giant INEOS , approached IFC
Inflow for a project centred around fall prevention and safe tanker access. Following an extensive
Health and Safety review, INEOS identiied a need to protect workers who were accessing the tops
of road tankers for both loading and inspections. The speciication for the equipment needed to be
high as the site received up to 80 tankers per day and the environment in the facility contained a large
amount of salt, so corrosion was a big consideration.
After a thorough site inspection and detailed project scoping with the client, IFC were able to propose
a fully integrated solution comprising of our VertiLev fall prevention system and an LP1600 access
platform. The cage, gantry and stairs were manufactured in steel, for structural strength, but inished
and sealed in a high corrosion resistant paint speciically designed for highly corrosive environments.

IFC
Solution:

Overview:

IFC
Solution:

www.IFCInflow.com

Loading Arm 4in ChemLoad stainless steel variable reach top loading arm. The arm featured IFC’s
3 part swivel joints and sealed compression spring balance and was itted with a vapour cone with
high level overill protection. The unit was also supplied with a pneumatic control pendent to allow
single operator use whilst on top of the tanker.
was installed on the loading platform to allow safe and easy access to the top of the road tankers.
The stairs were itted with pneumatic assist to allow for easier operation.

Loading Platform The IFC LP1600 loading platform was selected. Due to the height of the tankers
this was designed with an intermediate platform for greater stability.

Trafic Control Key Interlock System To prevent drive offs two vehicle barriers were installed on
the entrance and exit. A series of sequential key interlocks were installed to ensure the drivers loaded
in the correct order.

Project
Outcome:

© IFC Inflow 2019

A leading global chemical manufacturer based in the North East of England approached IFC to assist
them with upgrading their old chemical loading facility. The company specialises in the production of
acrylics including the industry leading brand Perspex. In a site upgrade programme at their plant they
required a new specialist chemical top loading arm itted with pneumatic control, vapour extraction
and overspill protection installed to a new safe tanker access platform to provide safer and faster
loading of their fleet of chemical road tankers.

Safe Tanker Access Our FlowStep 4 step folding stair unit itted with a stainless steel safety cage

By fully assembling the system at the manufacturing facility the client was able to visit the factory
to review and test the system prior to delivery to site. We were able to install the entire system in
just four days – minimising downtime for the client and getting the equipment running as soon
as possible. A full training and commissioning programme was provided and the client has also
adopted our modular service plan to ensure long and trouble free operation.
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North East England, UK

The plant produces a range of toxic and corrosive chemicals which need careful handling when
loading into road tankers. For the new Monomer loading stand IFC Inflow were appointed to provide
a full package of equipment to achieve this.

The VertiLev cage was 12m long and speciied with full length internal walkways that allow staff to
access the tanker at any point along the length. Additional moving gates were added to prevent falls
when the VertiLev is being used on shorter tankers than normal. Pneumatically operated, the entire
cage can descend over a tanker in less than 30 seconds, with no risk to staff. Once in place workers
are able to move freely around the tanker without the need for fall arrest harnesses.

Project
Outcome:

Major UK Chemical Manufacturer

The loading package was designed and built at IFC’s UK facility where the client was able to witness
and full factory acceptance test. IFC were then responsible for delivery and full on site installation.
The project was completed and commissioned on time and in budget and the site are now safely
loading tankers through the new system.
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Case Study

International Services

K9 Fuels: Mechanical Loading Skid and Tanks

Global Exports

International Services
IFC Inflow supply globally to customers all over the world. Our international success is founded on two main
focuses: Our British engineered equipment and our systems integration packages.

Equipment Sales and Distribution
IFC offer an extensive range of branded products that are supplied either directly from our facility in the UK, or
through local agents and distributors internationally. Our range of internationally used products include:

Client:
Site:

Overview:

IFC
Solution:

K9 fuels
Oil distribution depot in Gainsborough, Lincolnshire
K9 Fuels recently built a brand new oil distribution depot and as part of the investment they wanted to
store product on site, which would help them increase the high level of service they already provided
delivering heating oil and commercial/agricultural fuel to their customers in Lincolnshire.
The client bought three brand new fully bunded storage tanks and IFC provided a full design,
manufacture and installation solution incorporating our electronic bottom loading skid, a tank off-set
ill point cabinet, an electronic tank gauge system for three tanks with remote web access and all the
on site electrical and mechanical pipework. Our industry leading ADEP80 electronic bottom loading
skid, itted with our range of AcuFlow high accuracy bulk flow meters, PetroLoad bottom loading
arms and our ive point safety system was at the heart of the supply. Our experienced installation
team ensured the equipment was all installed within the agreed timescales and was commissioned
and running within ive days of the project starting.
The project was delivered and installed on time and within the clients requirements. The site is
now loading all of its tankers through the skid, which has greatly increased the amount of time the
vehicles can spend on the road delivering to customers.

Project
Outcome:

“Once the decision was made by us to install the IFC Loading Skid, everything was plain sailing.
From quotation, surveys, plans approval, time schedules through to the inal installation. The skid
has now been in use for nearly 6 months and there has been no need for any technical support. I
would not hesitate to recommend the all round service.”
Ken Shingdia
Owner of K9 Fuels
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Access ladder and cage for
accessing bottom-ill tankers and
ISO tanks.

Portable access ladder with
protective cage for accessing
tops of tankers.

Range of standard folding stairs
to provide safe access onto road
and rail tankers.

Petroleum top and bottom
loading arms for terminals and
fuel distribution.

Chemical top and bottom loading arms
for chemicals, paints, solvents, foods
and other liquids.

Skid metering and tanker loading
packages tailored to client
requirements.

Multi-level platforms that lower onto
the tops of tankers for high level
tanker fall prevention.

Vertical safety cages encompass the
whole of the tanker providing complete
safety cage fall prevention.

Flow meters and pumps
designed by IFC for long working
life and high reliability.

Systems Integration Solutions
Industry experience and know-how makes IFC Inflow the ideal partner to plan and execute any size project: from
upgrading existing equipment to providing an entire tanker loading or safe access solution. We have worked on
numerous international projects ranging from the provision of large fall prevention gantries, loading skids, specialist
loading arms, and complete tanker loading facilities. From planning, to design, and implementation, we have the
experience and expertise to provide the right solution.
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Est. 1987

IFC Inflow has more than 30 years' experience in designing
safe tanker access systems and liquid loading equipment.
With a dedicated team of engineers, we design and build
petroleum loading skids, loading arms, and tanker access
systems. We have carried out hundreds of installations
throughout Europe and have an impeccable safety record.
We are distributors for high-quality global brands such as
MannTek, Silea, and SATAM – ensuring that only the best
components make it into our solutions. No matter what
a project entails, IFC Inflow is positioned to advise upon,
design, and install the perfect system for you.
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+44 (0)1268 596 900

Sales@IFCInflow.com

Industrial Flow Control Ltd
Unit 3, Ryder Way - Basildon - SS13 1QH - UK

